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A B S T R A C T

In this work, we have synthesized four SAPO-34/44 (framework type code: CHA) samples by utilizing different
organic structure-directing agent (OSDA) such as cyclohexylamine (CA), n-butylamine (BA), diisopropylamine
(DIPA), and dipropylamine (DPA). An approach combining Rietveld refinement and simulated annealing has
been successfully applied to determine the location of the individual OSDA and the host (inorganic framework)-
guest (OSDA) interaction. The final Rietveld refinements show that 1) one cha cage can be occupied by either
two OSDAs (CA and BA) in the up-and-down arrangement or one OSDA (DIPA and DPA) in the longitudinal
configuration and 2) the classical hydrogen bond between CA/BA and the inorganic framework in SAPO-44-CA
and SAPO-34-BA could be identified. The host-guest interactions among these four samples are also investigated
by FT-IR, which are consistent with Rietveld refinement results. The approach employed here could be ap-
plicable for the host-guest investigation in other crystalline porous materials.

1. Introduction

Aluminophosphate (ALPO) molecular sieves with neutral frame-
works were first reported by Union Carbide in 1982 [1]. The AlO4 and
PO4 tetrahedra distribute alternatingly, generating a three-dimensional
(3D) framework with well-defined cavities or channels of molecular
sizes. The substitutions of silicon, metal, or both of them into the ALPO
frameworks provide the possibilities of creating a series of novel mi-
croporous materials SAPO [2], MeAPO [3], or MeAPSO [3,4], respec-
tively. This chemical replacement also enriches the structural diversity
of ALPO-based molecular sieves. Among these materials, SAPO mole-
cular sieves have been intensively investigated in both industry and
academic communities due to their high thermal stability, moderate
acidities and tailored crystallographic structure. SAPO molecular sieves
with the CHA framework type code (FTC) such as SAPO-34 and SAPO-
44 have attracted increasing attention since they have displayed a high
selectivity of ethylene and propylene in the methanol-to-olefin (MTO)
reaction [5,6], a promising catalytic performance in the selective re-
duction of NOx [7,8], and a high CO2/CH4 selectivity [9,10].

The organic structure-directing agent (OSDA) has played an

indispensable role in the synthesis of SAPO molecular sieves. It is in-
teresting to note that a variety of OSDAs could be utilized to synthesize
CHA-type SAPO molecular sieves [11–20]. Knowing the locations of
OSDAs and exploring the interactions between the framework (host)
and OSDAs (guest) will shed light on the phenomenon “one specific
structure/multiple OSDAs” [21] and even provide an alternative per-
spective in understanding the catalytic performance [22–24]. There are
a number of approaches to locate the OSDAs in the framework, such as
molecular modeling [25–27], spectroscopic characterization [11,28],
and refinement against X-ray diffraction data [20,29–32]. The first one,
in most cases, lacks the experimental data to support the built models
while the second one is challenging to provide atomic coordinates of
guest species. Refinement against single crystal X-ray diffraction
(SCXRD) data is a conventional way to locate the guest species and
identify the host-guest interaction. For example, Bennett et al. have
identified the locations of cyclohexylamines in CoAPO-44 and CoAPSO-
44 (FTC: CHA) through refinement against SCXRD data and revealed
that the two cyclohexylamines on the ab-plane are arranged in an up-
and-down configuration within one cha cage [31]. Pastore et al. have
synthesized CHA-type SAPO form CAL-1 using two different OSDAs (n-
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butylamine and hexamethyleneimine) [29]. They also investigated the
host-guest interaction by combining SCXRD refinement and Fourier
Transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR).

The above investigations about the host-guest interactions are
mainly based on the refinement against SCXRD data, which requires the
crystals to be sufficiently large in size. Unfortunately, sometimes SAPO
molecule sieves are prone to crystallize in sub-micrometer in size,
which is too small to be studied by conventional SCXRD technique.
Thus, powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) technique becomes an alter-
native approach. Turrina et al. have located the positions of OSDAs in
SAPO molecular sieves including SAPO-56 (FTC: AFX), STA-18 (SFW),
and STA-19 (GME) based on the Rietveld refinement against PXRD
[33]. The combined results of molecular modeling and Rietveld re-
finement against PXRD indicate that some SAPOs could be synthesized
in a targeted way.

In this article, four as-made SAPO-34/44 samples synthesized by
cyclohexylamine (CA), n-butylamine (BA), diisopropylamine (DIPA),
and dipropylamine (DPA) were studied. By successfully locating the
OSDAs in the cha cage using a combination of simulated annealing and
Rietveld refinement against PXRD data, we intend to take a further step
to understand the interactions between guest molecules and inorganic
framework in SAPO-34/44.

2. Experimental

2.1. Synthesis

SAPO-34/44 was synthesized using the conventional hydrothermal
method. The gel was prepared by the following procedure. The mixture
of aluminum source (pseudo-boehmite (67.5 wt%) or aluminum iso-
propoxide), water, phosphoric acid (85 wt%), silicon resource (TEOS or
fumed silica), and OSDAs was stirred at room temperature to form a
homogenous gel. Then the gel was transferred to a stainless steel au-
toclave and crystallized at 200 °C for 24 h under the rotation condition
of 70 r/min. After the crystallization, the solid products were obtained
by centrifugation, washed with distilled water three times, and dried in
air at 120 °C overnight. The proton form samples were obtained by
calcined at 873 K for 4 h.

2.2. Characterization

The PXRD data used for phase identification was collected on a
PANalytical X'Pert PRO X-ray diffractometer with CuKα radiation
(λ=1.5418 Å). The elemental compositions (Si, Al, and P) of the
samples were determined by a Philips Magix-601 X-ray fluorescence
spectroscopy (XRF). Thermogravimetry analysis (TGA) was carried out
on a TA Q-600 analyzer with a heating rate of 10 °C/min under an air
flow of 100mL/min. The morphology and size of the crystals were
determined by scanning electron microscope (SEM) on a Hitachi
SU8020 microscope. The FT-IR spectra were recorded on a Bruker
Tensor-27 IR spectrometer in the frequency range 4000–400 cm−1 with
a resolution of 4 cm−1. Four as-made SAPO samples were measured in
the scattered reflection mode and FT-IR spectra were obtained after the
sample was dehydrated at 200 °C for an hour and cooled to 20 °C under
an air flow of 30mL/min. The proton form samples were measured
under identical conditions as the as-made samples, except they were
cooled to 100 °C. In addition, four liquid samples of OSDA were mea-
sured in the transmission mode. Raman spectra were measured on JY
Company spectrograph with spectral resolution of 4 cm−1. The laser
line at 244 nm was used as an exciting source. The power of laser line,
measured at the samples, was about 0.2 mW. The spectra of all samples
were recorded at room temperature. The solid-state NMR experiments
were recorded on a Bruker Avance III 600 spectrometer equipped with a
14.1 T wide-bore magnet using a 4mm WVT double resonances MAS
probe. The resonance frequencies of 1H and 13C are 600.13 and
150.9MHz respectively. 13C MAS NMR spectra were recorded using

cross polarization (CP, 1H → 13C) sequence with a contact time of 4ms
and a recycle delay of 2 s at the spinning rate of 12 kHz. 400 scans were
accumulated to achieve a satisfactory signal-to-noise ratio. The che-
mical shifts were referenced to adamantane with the upfield methine
peak at 29.5 ppm.

2.3. Geometry optimizations

The proton was added to the OSDA manually and further optimized
by using the DMol3 program with the generalized gradient approx-
imation (GGA) proposed by Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE). The
fine plane wave cutoff energy and a default medium level Monkhorst-
Pack K-point in the DMol3 program were adopted to sample the
Brillouin zone.

2.4. Rietveld refinement

For the purpose of structural refinement, PXRD data was collected
on a PANalytical X'Pert PRO X-ray diffractometer with CuKα radiation
(λ=1.5418 Å) in Bragg-Brentano HD geometry. The 2θ range is 5–90°
with a step size of 0.013° and an exposure time of 159.4s. Rietveld
refinement is carried out using TOPAS software.

The space group of CHA framework is R-3m (No. 166) and there are
one T atom and four O atoms in the asymmetric unit. However, since
the distribution of Al and P is alternating in SAPO materials, the space
group of type materials such as SAPO-34/44 is reduced to R-3 (No.
148). In this case, it means there are two independent crystallographic
T sites in the asymmetric unit. Thus, coordinates of Al, P, and O in the
CHA-type SAPO materials were deduced from the idealized CHA fra-
mework deposited in the International Zeolite Association (IZA) -
Structure Database [34].

Considering a portion of the OSDA in SAPO-34/44 was protonated,
the H+ of protonated OSDA were evenly distributed to all OSDAs. They
were then placed into the unit cell as rigid bodies for locating their
positions through the simulated annealing algorithm. For the SAPO-34-
DPA, since the propyl group of DPA is flexible, two dihedral angles of
DPA were refined in the process of simulated annealing.

3. Result and discussion

The gel compositions of the four samples are listed in Table 1. The
PXRD patterns confirm the crystalline phases are pure SAPO-34/44
with a CHA FTC, as shown in Fig. S1. The SEM images illustrated in
Fig. 1 further confirm the absence of impurity phases, and all the four
samples crystallize in rhombohedral morphologies. The size of SAPO-
44-CA and SAPO-34-DIPA crystals is ca. 2 μm, while SAPO-34-BA is a
little smaller in size, ca. 1.5 μm. Although the larger crystal size of
SAPO-34-DPA (ca. 10 μm) can be observed compared with the other
three samples, it is still challenging to pick up one single crystal for
collecting SCXRD data due to the small crystal size for the in-house
SCXRD and the severe twins. The results of solid state 13C NMR have
shown that OSDAs remain intact in the as-made SAPO samples as il-
lustrated in Fig. S2.

Chemical compositions of the framework as well as the number of
guest water molecules and OSDAs per unit cell are deduced from XRF

Table 1
Gel compositions of the four samples.

Sample Gel compositiona

SAPO-44-CA 2CA:0.8SiO2:0.8P2O5:1Al2O3:50H2O
SAPO-34-BA 2BA:1.2SiO2:0.8P2O5:1Al2O3:50H2O
SAPO-34-DIPA 3DIPA:0.4SiO2:1P2O5:1Al2O3:50H2O
SAPO-34-DPA 3DPA:0.4SiO2:0.8P2O5:1Al2O3:100H2O

a Silicon sources for SAPO-34-BA is fumed silica and others are TEOS. Aluminum
source for SAPO-34-DPA is aluminum isopropoxide and the rest is pseudo-boehmite.
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and TG results, respectively, as shown in Table 2. Since there are 3 cha
cages within one unit cell, the number of OSDA per cha cage can also be
estimated. For the primary cyclamine CA and primary amine BA, each
cha cage contains approximately two OSDAs. Due to the larger space
volume of secondary amine DIPA and DPA, there can be only one OSDA
in the cha cage. Fig. S3 shows the Raman spectra in the 200-3600 cm−1

region of the four as-made sample. One broad band around 3200-
3300 cm−1 is observed which assignable to N-H stretching mode of
neutral amines [35–37]. Therefore, the OSDAs trapped in the cha cage
are partially protonated. These results are consistent with the analysis
results of unit cell chemical compositions deduced from XRF and TG
measurements. The presence of NH2

+/NH3
+ is further verified by FT-

IR spectroscopy shown in Fig. S4. The adsorption ranges 3200 to
3300 cm−1 and 1500 to 1600 cm−1 are assigned as NH2

+/NH3
+

stretching vibration and bending vibration, respectively [29,30]. Un-
fortunately, TG and IR spectrum results can't provide accurate crystal-
lographic structural information. Thus, the position of the OSDAs and
the host-guest interaction between OSDA and inorganic framework are
further investigated using a combination of simulated annealing and
Rietveld refinement against PXRD data.

Simulated annealing algorithm [38,39], regarded as a direct (real)-
space method for structure determination, has been implemented in a
large number of crystallographic program suites. Some a priori in-
formation such as chemical composition, geometry, and/or

connectivity in direct space is required before running simulated an-
nealing. Satisfactory structural models emerge when the difference
between the experimental PXRD data and simulated data converges to a
global minimum by modifying the positions, orientations and free tor-
sion angles of fragments globally. It has been successfully applied on
the structure determination of a 1D 12-ring ALPO molecular sieve Uio-6
(FTC: OSI) [40] and a 1D 8-ring aluminosilicate ERS-7 (ESV) [41]. For
this specific crystalline porous material of molecular sieves, the struc-
ture determination contains two parts: 1) determining the framework
structure (host) and 2) identifying the inorganic and/or organic SDAs in
the channels or cavities (guest species). Since the framework of SAPO-
34/44 is known, there is no need to determine. Therefore, in this ar-
ticle, the simulated annealing algorithm is utilized for retrieving the
OSDAs from PXRD data accurately.

Among the four samples used in this work, SAPO-44-CA is selected
as an example and explained in detail. The blue and red curves as de-
monstrated in Fig. 2a are experimental PXRD data of as-made SAPO-44-
CA and simulated PXRD data of the SAPO CHA framework (without CA
in the framework), respectively. Since the high angle data isn't affected
significantly by guest species in the channel or cavities, the appropriate
scale factor between the simulated and experimental data is calculated
using data of 40–90° in 2θ. The difference Fourier map (insert in
Fig. 2a) is obtained by applying this scale factor to the whole PXRD
pattern. It is clear that the electron densities within one cha cage are of
ring shapes, corresponding to the missing CA OSDAs. Simulated an-
nealing is then employed for locating the positions of the CA OSDAs
within the cha cage by fixing the framework and considering the OSDAs
as rigid bodies. After a few cycles, the position and orientation of the CA
OSDAs are determined.

The refinement of SAPO-44-CA (framework and OSDAs) converges
to Rp= 0.069, Rwp= 0.086, Rbragg= 0.040, and GOF=1.348 (Table
S1 and Fig. 2b). The final Rietveld refinement reveals that there are two
CA OSDAs in each cha cage, which is consistent with the result from
TGA. They are in the ab-plane of each cha cage with an up-and-down
configuration (Fig. 3a). The center of CA OSDA is located on the three-
fold axis along the c-axis, generating three equivalent positions.
Therefore, the occupancy of each CA OSDA is considered to be 1/3. The

Fig. 1. SEM images of the as-made samples: (a)
SAPO-44-CA, (b) SAPO-34-BA, (c) SAPO-34-DIPA,
(d) SAPO-34-DPA.

Table 2
Unit cell compositions of the four as-made samples.

Sample Unit cell composition Average No. of OSDA
per cha cage

SAPO-44-
CA

|CA5.7H2O2.2H3.3|[Al16.3Si6.7P13.0O72] 1.9

SAPO-34-
BA

|BA5.9H2O2.0H5.5|[Al15.5Si10.5P10.0O72] 2.0

SAPO-34-
DIPA

|DIPA3.1H2O3.1H2.7|[Al17.5Si3.7P14.8O72] 1.0

SAPO-34-
DPA

|DPA3.2H2O5.5H2.9|[Al17.6Si3.7P14.7O72] 1.1
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NH2/NH3
+ group of CA points towards the 8-ring pore opening. In

order to further confirm whether there is an interaction between CA
and the framework, the distance between the NH2/NH3

+ group of CA
and the corresponding O atom of 8-membered ring has been analyzed.
The shortest distance, namely N1-H13⋯O4, is 3.036 Å, showing the
classical hydrogen-bonding distance. We note that the location of CA in
SAPO-44 has also been refined against SXRD data by Pastore et al. [30],
concluding the shortest N⋯O distance to be 3.293 Å which is compar-
able with our results.

In the SAPO-34-BA case, the difference Fourier map demonstrates
that the residual electron density is also arranged in an up-and-down
fashion in the cha cage, which is similar to SAPO-44-CA sample. It is
challenging to distinguish C and N atoms in the backbone of BA, thus,
the amino group is treated to have an even distribution at both ends.
The precise locations of BA OSDAs are determined using simulated
annealing algorithm as well. The final refinement converged at
Rp= 0.056 and Rwp= 0.073 (Table S1 and Fig. S5A). It shows that two
BAs lie on the ab-plane in an up-and-down configuration in each cha
cage (Fig. 3b), matching the TGA results. The NH2/NH3

+ group of BA is
pointing towards the 8-ring pore opening. Since the three-fold axis

along the c-axis is applied to the BA, the occupancy for each BA within
one cha cage is 1/3 as well. The interaction between BAs and the SAPO
framework can be observed through identifying the hydrogen bonding
of N1-H7⋯O2 (3.155 Å). As mentioned before, Pastore et al. also re-
fined a CHA-type SAPO form CAL-1 against SCXRD data and found that
there were two OSDAs in one cha cage. The hydrogen bonding between
BA and the framework (N⋯O distance 3.28Å-3.59 Å) was also observed
in their work [29]. Furthermore, they also investigated the host-guest
interaction in a layered aluminophosphate ALPO-ntu framework syn-
thesized by BA. It was found that the N⋯O distances (2.62–2.82 Å) in
the ALPO-ntu structure are much shorter than the one in CAL-1 (3.28Å-
3.59 Å) and our SAPO-34-BA. It indicates that the hydrogen bonding
interaction in ALPO-ntu is much stronger than that in SAPO-34-BA.
According to the hydrogen-bond theory, the stronger interaction leads
to higher wavenumber values of bending vibration and lower values of
stretching vibration in the FT-IR spectrum [29,30]. According to the FT-
IR spectra of SAPO-34-BA shown in Fig. S4B, the NH3

+ bending vi-
bration is found at 1620 and 1512 cm−1 which are lower than that of
ALPO-ntu (1634 and 1555 cm−1), meanwhile the NH3

+ stretching vi-
bration found at 3290 and 3240 cm−1 are higher than that of ALPO-ntu
(3120 and 3075 cm−1). Therefore, we conclude that the IR result is
consistent with the final Rietveld refinement.

For SAPO-34-DIPA, the difference Fourier map showed a cloud-
shaped electron density in the cha cage, indicating the distribution of
the OSDA may be disordered. The locations and orientations of DIPA
are also determined by simulated annealing. The refinement converged
to Rp=0.085 and Rwp=0.114 (Table S1 and Fig. S5B). It reveals that
there is only one DIPA highly disordered distributing in one cha cage
with a longitudinal arrangement (Fig. 3c). Moreover, the longer dis-
tance (3.961 Å) between the NH/NH2

+
DIPA and the Oframework in the

SAPO-34-DIPA suggests a weak interaction between DIPA and the fra-
mework.

The locations of the OSDAs in the SAPO-34-DPA sample are de-
termined by the same approach. Besides, due to the long and flexibility
alkyl chain of DPA, two dihedral angles of DPA OSDA were refined. The
converged refinement resulted in Rp=0.052 and Rwp= 0.070 (Table
S1 and Fig. S5C). It is interesting to note that the configuration of DPA
molecular is bent to be accommodated within the relatively short cha
cage (Fig. 3d). And the N1-H16⋯O3 distance is approximately 3.862 Å,
which indicates there are only weak interactions between DPA and the
SAPO framework. A similar configuration of DPA in cha cage of SAPO-
34 was obtained through computer simulation reported by Hong and
co-workers [37].

4. Conclusions

In this work, the locations and orientations of four individual OSDAs
in the cha cage of SAPO-34/44 frameworks have been determined
through Rietveld refinement and simulated annealing against PXRD
data. The interaction (hydrogen bond in the case of SAPO-44-CA and
SAPO-34-BA) between the OSDAs and the inorganic frameworks has
been analyzed according to the refinement results and corresponding
FT-IR spectra. The obtained results may provide insights to the under-
standing of the crystallization mechanism of SAPO frameworks.
Furthermore, it is demonstrated that Rietveld refinement and simulated
annealing again PXRD data can be used as a general method for locating
guest inorganic and organic species in the channel or cavity of crys-
talline porous materials. Furthermore, this method can be extended to
locate probe molecules in the solid acid SAPO catalysts, providing far-
reaching implications regarding the distribution of the acid sites in the
framework and their catalytic activities.
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